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  Current evidence-based principles to inform English 
language development across the grade levels 

  The linguistic demands of informational text reading, 
discussion and written response for English learners 

  The need for school-wide modeling of academic register 

  The role of structured verbal engagement in academic 
language and literacy acceleration 

  Use of response frames and productive error correction 
to guide accurate oral fluency 

  Actionable steps to begin preparing ELs for CCSS 

  How can we dramatically increase the 

quality and quantity of verbal and 

written engagement each student 

experiences, through explicit instruction, 

consistent routines, and structured, 

accountable responses? 
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1.  L = Look at your partner. 

2.  L = Lean toward your partner. 

3.  L = Lower your voice. 

4.  L = Listen attentively. 

8 

Use the 4 Ls:  

Everyday 
  Huh? 

  What? 

  What do you 
mean? 

  I don’t get it. 

Academic English 
  Will you please repeat that? 

  Will you please restate your idea? 

  Can you explain what you mean 
by ___? 

  I don’t quite understand your ___ 
(response, suggestion, example) 

9 

  Lived most/all of their lives in the U.S. 
  Verbally bilingual 
  Stalled in English language development 
  6+ years in English learner services 
  Surrounded by other long-term ELs 
  Academic performance: 

  Below grade level in reading & writing 
  Characteristically passive learners 
  Grade retention common 
  High-risk for dropping out 

Olsen. L. (2010). Reparable Harm. 

  As you observe the video clip, listen to the four 
8th grade long-term English learners discuss their 
favorite class and most challenging class. 

  How would you  
characterize their  
vocabulary use? 

11 12 

I would characterize their vocabulary use  
as __ (adjective: imprecise) 
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13 

American Idol  noun  American Idle  adjective 

14 

15 

  Use your public voice if you are called:  
3x louder and 2x slower than your 
partnering private voice. 

  Listen for two precise adjectives. Add them 
to your precise word bank. 

  Listen for and point out similarities. 
 My observation is similar to _’s.  

16 

17 

A precise (verb, adverb, noun, adjective)  
I added to my list is __. 

A precise (verb, adverb, noun, adjective) 
I intend to use is __. 

  Write a strong observation using the 
sentence frame and a precise adjective.  

  If time permits write a second observation. 
          

         
         
         
          

18 

I would characterize their vocabulary  
use as hesitant. 
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  Lack of precise topic vocabulary (data, 
citations, calculations, physical fitness) and 
high-utility academic vocabulary (prefer, 
analyze, opportunity, discuss, support) 

  Run-on simple sentences 

  Lack of clarity in the explanation 

  An informal conversational register 

 Oral Fluency: ease of target language 
production and listening comprehension 

 Accurate Oral Fluency: ease of 
producing accurate target language forms 
(vocabulary, syntax, grammar) and ability to 
follow along and comprehend while listening 
to more sophisticated language 

20 

How did I. . . 
  introduce, rehearse and guide completion of the frame? 

  support use of an academic register and precise words? 

  check for comprehension of task expectations? 

  establish expectations for discussing, reporting and listening?  

  check for comprehension of task expectations? 

  monitor partner productivity and language use? 

  elicit democratic contributions during the class discussion? 

Accountable Student Interaction 
   Academic Discussion (Think-(Write)-Pair-Share) 
   Numbered Heads Review 

Explicit Vocabulary Instruction 
   Target Words (high-utility academic words) 
   Daily Do Now (brief bell-ringer assessment) 

Explicit Reading Comprehension Instruction 
   Oral Cloze Reading (fluency development) 
   Thinking Maps (text summarization) 

22 

Examples of Instructional Routines 

  Evidence based and classroom tested 

  Teacher mediated, explicit instruction 

  A consistent and recognizable process 

  Clearly-delineated student/teacher roles 
  Structured, accountable student responses 

  Regular use vs. sporadic use 

23 

  Efficient lesson delivery and use of time 
  Both students and teachers devote 

“cognitive capital” to the content rather 
than the process 

  Maximized student engagement and 
thereby learning 

24 
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Word Meaning Examples 

factor 

fac•tor 
(noun) 

___________ 

one of many things 
that ___________ 
or affect a 
_______________ 

The weather is often a  
factor in the Superbowl; 
If it _____, the athletes 
don’t perform as well.  

A good night’s sleep and 
a nutritious breakfast are 
factors in a student’s 
performance on ______. 

SP: factor 

26 

27 

factor (noun) 

 Writing Practice: Two ______________ 

that influence my interest in a book are 

________________ and _______________ 

1.  Augment core English classes with a 
dedicated advanced ELD period.  

2.  Explicitly teach academic language elements.  
3.  Utilize consistent instructional routines. 
4.  Orchestrate peer interactions with clear 

language targets. 
5.  Monitor language production conscientiously.  

1.  Partner & Group 
Interactions 

2.  Response Frames 

3.  Setting Up & 
Monitoring Tasks 

29 

  Vocabulary: topic-specific and high-utility words used 
across disciplines, moving from more basic to advanced 

  Syntax: the way words are arranged in order to form 
sentences or phrases 

  Grammar: the rules according to which the words of a 
language change form and are combined into sentences 

  Register: the style of language use or degree of 
formality reflected in word choice and grammar 
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  The words, syntax, style, and grammar used 
by speakers and writers in a particular 
situation or in a particular type of writing: 
 Writing a text message to invite a friend to a party 
 Writing an email message to a teacher requesting 

an extension on a research report 
  Asking a coach for permission to miss practice 
  Asking a manager at an internship to clarify 

expectations for a task 

31 

What are common challenges faced by U.S. immigrants? 

Students’ Default Conversational Register 
Jobs.    The language.     Learning English. 

Formal Academic Discussion Register 
One challenge faced by immigrants is learning a new 
language. 

Formal Academic Text 
One challenge experienced by recent immigrants is learning 
an entirely different language. English communication and 
literacy skills are critical for adult immigrants if they want to 
have jobs that pay well or attend college. 

32 

  Everyday  
  Casual 
  Conversational 
  Playground 
  General 
  Spoken 
  Private 

  Academic 
  Formal 
  Official 
  Classroom 
  Precise 
  Written 
  Public 

33 

  Before reading to build background, activate 
prior knowledge, and/or make predictions. 

  Before reading to teach high-utility words. 

  During reading to scaffold academic 
responses to comprehension questions. 

  After reading to complete and/or articulate 
completed graphic organizers, writing frames. 

35 

  Could you please explain_____?  

  I don’t quite understand _______? 

  I’m unsure about ______? 

  Will you please explain ___ again? 
  I have a question about ______. 

  Did you say to  _______? 

  If I understand you correctly, 
should I ___________? 

  What do you mean by _______? 

  Can you provide an example of __? 

  the homework directions  

  this direction word  

  where I should write 

  the listening task 
  the word synonym 

  record or restate my idea 

  restate his/her idea before 
I write it down 

  a past-tense verb, a myth 

  a bias, a homonym 
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Everyday English 
 I think __.   I don’t think __. 

Academic English 
 I believe __. 
 In my opinion, __. 
 Based on my experience, __. 
 From my perspective, __.   

37 

Everyday Terms 
  Idea 
  Answer 
  Guess 
  Reason 

Academic Terms 
  Example, Experience 
  Response, Contribution 
  Prediction, Hypothesis 
  Justification, Evidence 
  Opinion, Perspective 
  Solution, Process 

38 

Everyday English 
   My idea is … 
   My answer is … 

Academic English 
   My example …     My point of view … 
   My reason …     My solution … 
    My prediction …    My experience … 
    My perspective …  My process … 

39 

  What precise synonym did you use to replace the 
everyday verb __? 

  Can you justify your perspective with evidence 
from the article? 

  What experience has influenced your decision? 

  What prediction can you make about the author’s 
point of view on __?  

40 

Everyday Terms 
  Answer 
  Finish 
  Repeat 
  Talk about 
  Share 
  Think about 

Academic Directions 
  Respond 
  Complete 
  Restate 
  Discuss 
  Report 
  Consider 

41 

  Observe Dr. Kinsella instruct long-term 
English Learners. Take note of precise 
terms she uses while setting up the lesson 
task and establishing expectations. 

One precise term I recorded was _____. 
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 Licensed Lexical Contractors 

NOT Lexical Decorators  

 Equip your students with high-utility words 
 through explicit, accountable instruction! 

44 

45 

Group 1/10 (Highest Incidence): 
 analyze  assume  benefit  concept  consist  
context  economy  environment  establish  estimate 
factor  finance  formula  function  income  indicate  
individual  interpret  involve  issue  labor  legal  major  
method  occur   percent  principle  section  significant  
similar  source  specific  structure . . . 

word family:  assume, v.  assumed, adj.  assumption, n. 

       Source:  (Averil Coxhead, 2000) 

  Preselect 1-2 students to initiate class discussion. 

  Invite a reticent participant with a strong response 
to contribute when you ask for volunteers. 

  Encourage partner nominations. 
  Invite all partner As/Bs 1s/2s to stand and report. 
  Randomly select 1-2 students using name cards. 
  Allow a reporter to “popcorn” to the next reporter. 

  Ask for volunteers from sections of the classroom. 

46 

  I’d like to call on you to share your 
perspective at the beginning of our 
discussion. 

 You will jump-start our class discussion 
with this observation.  

 Reread your example sentence several 
times because I plan to call on you first.  

47 

  Explain the reasons for reporting audibly. 
  Conduct a “Public Voice Warm-up” 
  Provide phrased-cued and choral rehearsal 

of model responses. 
  Coach less than audible students. 
  Don’t repeat responses for students. Instead, 

request audible restatements. 
  Award participation points. 

48 
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50 

Three strategies I will definitely use to 

maximize verbal participation are   

         

        

        

  Create a supportive range in ability (e.g., high with 
fairly high or average) rather than pairing extremes. 

  Include a newcomer or exceptionally low reader in 
a trio with capable students. 

  Include a chronically absent student in a trio. 

  Assign two “floaters” to work with classmates 
whose partner is absent. 

51 

  Pose a clear question or task 

  Provide a written response frame 
  Model a response (verbally & in writing) 
  Clarify language target(s) in frame 

  Guide reading of frame (phrase cued, choral) 
  Check for understanding of expectations 
  Assign a task for fast-finishers 

  Specify which partner speaks first 

  Share a second idea using the sentence frame. 

  Share another idea using a challenge frame. 
  Consider how you will justify your answer. 
  Write your idea in your notebook. 

  Write your partner’s idea in your notebook. 
  Paraphrase your partner’s idea. 
  Prepare to formally report your partner’s idea. 

  Decide together which answer is the strongest. 
53 

  Tending to administrative tasks 

  Dwelling on a single student, pair or group 
  Circulating excessively 
  Exclusively policing behavior 

  Over-tending to a particular gender/race 
  Interrupting interactions 
  Chronically repeating directions 

  Avoiding feedback that elicits accuracy 
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Word Meaning Examples 

international 
in•ter•na•tion•al 
(adjective) 

Rate it:   

relating to two or 
more ________ 

• Child labor is an 
international _______ 
It happens all over the 
world: e.g. _________ 
__________________ 

• Michael Jackson was 
an international  
__________________ 

1      2       3 

56 

international (adjective) 

 Verbal Practice: If I could go on 

an international vacation, I would 

go to _________ and __________ 

  Have students rate and discuss vocabulary 
knowledge using sentence frames. 

  Build fluency with the frame using your model 
response: 1st phrase-cued, 2nd chorally. 

  Vary your strategies for eliciting reporters: pre-
selected(1-2); random(1-2); voluntary(1-2). 

  Assign a listening-notetaking task during reporting. 
  Have students write their sentences using the target 

word after practicing verbally. 
57 

  3  I am familiar with the word __.  
It means __. I can use it in a sentence: 

  2  I recognize the word __. 
It has something to do with __. 

  1  I am unfamiliar with the word __. 
Do you know what it means? 

 Where would you go on an 
international vacation? 

 If I could go on an international 
vacation, I would go to Japan 
and Brazil. 

59 

  I go on vacation every spring break. 
  I go on vacation with my parents. 
  My teacher went on vacation to Hawaii. 

  I go to San Diego on spring break 
because my grandparents live there. 

  My family goes to Mexico every summer. 
  I went to San Jose last weekend to play 

soccer with my cousins. 
60 
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  English Language Arts Objective: 
 Analyze point of view in a narrative 

  English Language Development Objective: 
 Speak in a complete sentence 

61 62 

A Sentence Starter Alone Does Not 
Reliably Structure Accurate Oral Fluency 
or Facilitate Timely, Effective Correction 

Task: Why does a thief steal? 
 Sentence Starter: A thief steals because __ 
 Student Responses w/o grammatical guidance: 
  A thief steals because they might want what the 
   other people has. 
   
  A thief steals because they are hungry. 
   
  A thief steals because he might see somethings 
   he want and steal it.      

63 

A Sentence Frame Structures  
Accurate Oral Fluency and  

Facilitates Productive Error Correction 

Task: Why does a thief steal? 
 Sentence Frame: 
  A thief steals because she / he  _ 
  (present tense verb + s: believes…) 

 Verb Bank:  Casual  Precise   
    needs  requires, lacks 
         wants  desires  
    likes   prefers, enjoys    

64 

  Implicit Feedback (Recasts) 
 The teacher rearticulates what the student was 
trying to say with an utterance that includes a 
correction of the error(s) in the student’s utterance. 

 Explicit Feedback (Prompts)  
 The teacher explicitly draws the student’s attention 
to the error and encourages or requires the 
student to attempt to repair the utterance. 

     Lyster, R. 2007; Ammar et al. 2007 

65 

  perceiving that s/he is being affirmed 

  perceiving that the teacher is repeating to 
verify the response or make it audible 

  failing to grasp the implicit error correction 

Merely repeating the student’s utterance  
correctly predictably results in the learner… 

  Sentence starters 

  Sentence stems 

  Cloze sentences 

  (Academic) Sentence frames (Dr. Kinsella) 

  (Academic) Response frames (Dr. Kinsella) 

66 
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  What are the three primary colors? 
 The three primary colors are red, __ and __. 

  What kind of number is a factor? 
 A factor is a smaller number that can be 
divided into a __ number __. 

67 68 

Potential Grammatical Challenges: 
  they listen to me. 
  she listening me. 
  look, lean, listen. 
  it’s my friend Oscar. 

A lesson partner demonstrates 
active listening when __________  

69 

Embedded Grammatical Targets: 
  3rd person singular, simple present tense 
  correct subject pronoun reference 

A lesson partner demonstrates active listening 
when he/she_ (verb + s: restates) 

  I work effectively during lessons with a 
partner who is __(adjective) helpful. 

  Adjective Bank:  Everyday  Precise 
 nice    polite, ________ 
 good    serious, _______ 
 fast    hard-working 
 smart    ________ 

70 

  A sentence starter in appropriate register 
including precise vocabulary 

  A specified grammatical target for adeptly 
completing the sentence frame 

  A precise word bank helping students draw 
upon receptive vocabulary 

71 

  What challenges do recent immigrants face? 

  One challenge that immigrants face is ____ 
(verb + ing) learning a new language. 

  Verb Bank:  Everyday  Precise 
    finding   ________ 
    knowing   ________ 
    dealing with  adjusting to 
    making   earning 
     

72 
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  Institute a school-wide emphasis on 
consistent modeling and elicitation of 
academic register and discourse 

  Train school-wide staff to support academic 
language gains with 1) targeted instruction, 
2) response frames, 3) strategies for 
productive partnering, and 4) inclusive, 
accountable academic discussions 

73 

  Move the preoccupation from assigning 
rigorous informational readings and 
questions to 1) building conceptual and 
linguistic knowledge, 2) teaching language 
for text analysis, synthesis, and discussion 
and 3) structuring competent responses 

  Assign issue-based articles in Language 
Arts that will motivate students to engage 
with text maturely and provide a forum for 
competent discussion and writing 74 

  Focus upon explicit instruction of high-utility 
words for academic analysis, summarization, 
justification and argumentation 

  Integrate daily doses of teacher-mediated 
micro-academic writing across subject areas: 
stating and supporting claims, summarizing 
sections of text, countering arguments, etc.  

75 

  Encourage use of an academic register by all 
staff, instructional and certificated 

  Guide staff in deciding upon consistent terms 
to use in academic lesson discussions: 

 discuss, report, contribute, perspective, etc. 
  Require at least one engaging and structured 

partner interaction in every lesson 
  Use varied strategies to elicit inclusive, 

competent participation 
76 

  Santa Clara County Office of Education 
www.sccoe.org/depts/ell/kinsella.asp 
www.sccoe.org/depts/ell/teacherresources.asp             
http://sccoe.org/depts/ell/acountability/12thannual/
Starlight_Kinsella_120711.pdf 

  CA Dept. of Ed. Office of Middle and High School Support 
archived webinars: http://pubs.cde.ca.gov/TCSII 

  CA Dept. of Ed. 2012 English Learner Leadership Institute 
http://sccoe.org/depts/ell/acountability/ali_12thannual.asp 

  In the STARlight: Research and Resources for English 
Learner Achievement: http://www.elresearch.org 

77 78 

Kate Kinsella, Ed.D. 
San Francisco State University 

Center for Teacher Efficacy 
katek@sfsu.edu     (707) 473-9030 
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Teacher:          Observer:        
Date:    Period:    Subject: _________  Observation Duration:   minutes  
Directions:  Record a tally mark after planning a lesson or observing instruction utilizing structured student engagement strategies. 
Record notes during the observation to expand upon using the Observation Feedback Frames provided on page 2.  
 

Students . . .                                                                  Tally Notes 
direct attention as cued (looking, turning, focusing, etc.)  

mark text (underline, circle, highlight)  

point/track with finger/object (text, directions, image)  

hand signal (thumbs up, raised hand, finger rubric, etc.)  

clap/tap (syllables, intonation, etc.)  

Ph
ys

ic
al

 

stand/sit (partner 2s stand; sit down if your idea is similar)   

  
 

 

Whole class (chorally, phrase-cued, oral cloze)  

Partner/group to brainstorm and/or collaborate  

Partner/group to discuss responses using frame  

Partner/group to read text passages  

Individually respond as preselected reporter  

Individually respond as random reporter  
(equity sticks, name cards, popcorn, white board selector)  

Ve
rb

al
 

Individually respond as volunteer reporter  
(preselected/encouraged, partner nomination, raised-hand)  

  
 

 

complete Daily Do Now Task / bell-ringer initial task  

record information (mini white board, notebook, text)   

complete provided response frame   

incorporate precise words (word bank, frame, paragraph)  

add details to a visual organizer  

record notes as cued or after listening to discussion  

record details/quotes gathered from text  

respond to a framed prompt (justification, summary, etc.)  

W
rit

te
n 

complete unstructured writing assignment (journal)  
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Observation Feedback Frames  
The teacher facilitated physical responses by . . . 
•               

•               

•               

•               
 

Instructional goal(s) for physical responses include: 
•                 

             

•                 
             

The teacher structured competent verbal responses by . . . 
•               

•               

•               

•               
 

Instructional goal(s) for verbal responses include: 
•               

             

•                 
             

•               
             

The teacher facilitated written responses by . . . 
•                 

•                 

•               
 

Instructional goal(s) for written responses include: 
•               

             

•                 
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Teacher:    Ms. M       Observer:  Dr. Kinsella   
Date:    3.15.10         Period:  1st    Subject: READ 180/Gr.6   Observation Duration: 30 minutes   
Directions:  Record a √ after planning a lesson or observing instruction utilizing Dr. Kinsella’s Engagement Strategies. 
Record notes during the observation to expand upon on using the Observation Feedback Frames provided on page 2.  
 

Students . . .                                                                  √ Notes 
direct attention as cued (looking, turning, focusing, etc.) √√ 

mark text (underline, circle, highlight) √ 

point / track with finger/object (text, directions, image) √ 

hand signal (thumbs up, raised hand, finger rubric) √ 

clap/tap (syllables, intonation, etc.) √  

Ph
ys

ic
al

 

stand/sit (partner 2s stand; sit down if your idea is similar)  

  
 

 

Whole class (chorally, phrase-cued, oral cloze) √√√ 

Partner/group to brainstorm and/or collaborate  

Partner/group to discuss responses using frame √ 

Partner/group to read text passages  

Individually respond as preselected reporter √ 

Individually respond as random reporter  
(equity sticks, name cards, popcorn, white board selector) √ 

Ve
rb

al
 

Individually respond as volunteer reporter  
(preselected/encouraged, partner nomination, raised-hand)  

  
 

 

complete Daily Do Now/ bell-ringer initial task  

record information (mini white board, notebook, text)  √ 

complete provided response frame   

incorporate precise words (word bank, frame, paragraph)  

add details to a visual organizer  

record notes as cued or after listening to discussion √ 

record details/quotes gathered from text  

respond to a framed prompt (justification, summary, etc.)  

W
rit

te
n 

complete unstructured writing assignment (journal)  

• establishes lesson objective and 
students’ active role 

• directs attention to screen and text 
• cues ss to write in notetaking guide 

ss clap syllables in target word 
• ss rate word knowledge using finger 

rubric 
• ss don’t verbally justify word 

knowledge 
• Spanish cognate helper pronounces  
• ss repeat target word multiple times 
• ss fill in missing content in notetaking 

guide 
• visibly displays a prepared sentence 

frame 
• doesn’t clarify grammar targets in 

frame 
• models a response with frame quickly 
• leads rushed choral reading of frame 

with many students stumbling 
• sets up partner task with clear 

expectations, but doesn’t check for 
understanding 

• ss not directed to write example 
sentence after sharing with partner 

• doesn’t assign a fast-finisher task 
• circulates and attends to neediest first 

but doesn’t hear a range of 
responses 

• doesn’t carefully listen to interactions 
and catch repeated errors with 
prepositions 

• preselects one response 
• only calls on two students: one 

preselected, one random with no 
option for volunteers 

• provides affirming feedback, but 
doesn’t comment on verbal errors 
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Observation Feedback Frames  
The teacher facilitated physical responses by . . . 
•   directing students’ attention to the screen and text       

•   cueing students to clap out the syllables in the target word      

•   having students point to the target word        

•   asking students to indicate their vocabulary knowledge with a finger rubric    

 

Instructional goal(s) for physical responses include: 
•                

              

•                
              

 

The teacher structured competent verbal responses by . . . 
•   cueing students to repeat the target word chorally several times     

•   providing and visibly displaying a prepared verbal response frame      

•   guiding choral reading of the verbal response frame       

•   modeling an appropriate verbal response using the prepared frame     

 

Instructional goal(s) for verbal responses include: 
•   guiding students in developing accurate oral fluency with the response frame: 1st oral cloze; 

  2nd phrase cued; 3rd chorally          
 

•   clarify the grammatical and/or vocabulary target(s) in a frame before assigning and modeling 

•   varying strategies for eliciting responses during reporting: pre-selected; random; voluntary_  

 

The teacher facilitated written responses by . . . 
•   prompting students to fill in missing words in their Vocabulary Builder notetaking guide  

•   visibly displaying the Vocabulary Builder notetaking guide with the overhead projector   

•               

•               

 

Instructional goal(s) for written responses include: 
•   having students record sentences with target words in their notebook after sharing verbally 
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Teacher:          Observer:          
Date:    Period:     Subject: __________  Observation Duration:  minutes  
Directions: Record a √ as you observe instruction that includes exemplars of Dr. Kinsella’s Essential Instructional Routines. 
Look for trends that indicate 1) effective implementation and 2) needs for additional training and/or coaching. 

The teacher . . .                                                                          √       Notes 

arranges seating conducive to partnering  

pairs students appropriately  

has previously taught expectations for partnering (4Ls)  

pre-assigns partner roles (1/2, A/B)  

has analyzed lesson for optimal partner/group tasks  
refers to visible display of expectations and procedures for 
partnering and/or group tasks  

refers to visible display of options for fast-finishers  

Pa
rt

ne
r &

 G
ro

up
 In

te
ra

ct
io

ns
 

cues partner 1/A, or group member #1 to initiate task  

 

  

directs students’ attention (board, text, etc.)  

establishes lesson and language objectives  

visibly displays, explains, and models steps for each task  
checks for understanding of task(s) 
(partner cloze, group collaboration, reporting, listening tasks, etc.)  
assigns active listening tasks 
(acknowledge similarities, paraphrase partner’s response)  Se

tti
ng

 U
p 

assigns fast-finisher tasks 
(record 2nd sentence: elaboration, or explanation; read section)  

 

  

explains purpose of response frame  

visibly displays the frame  

models an appropriate response verbally and visibly  
prompts rehearsal of the frame using the model response  
(silently tracking, oral cloze, phrase-cued, chorally)  

identifies and explains unfamiliar vocabulary  

guides incorporation of precise academic words   R
es

po
ns

e 
Fr

am
es

 

identifies and explains grammatical targets  
(plural nouns, past-tense verbs, etc.)  

 

  

attends to targeted students  

circulates to listen to and read responses  

redirects off-task or idle students  

provides corrective feedback that elicits accurate use  

preselects student(s) for initial reporting  

coaches students to speak audibly (public voice)  
uses varied strategies to elicit additional reporting  
(partner nomination, random, all partner As, voluntary, etc.)  

M
on

ito
rin

g 

records contributions (chart, white board, visual organizer)  
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ESSENTIAL ROUTINES FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS ~ MONITORING TOOL 

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2012 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.             page 2 of 2 

Observation Feedback Frames  
The teacher facilitated productive partner or group interactions by . . . 
•                      

•                  

•                

Instructional goal(s) for partner/group interactions include: 
•                

               

•                 
               

The teacher successfully set up the lesson and tasks by . . . 
•                      

•                  

•                

Instructional goal(s) for setting up include: 
•                

               

•                 
               

The teacher structured competent verbal and written responses by . . . 
•                      

•                  

•                

Instructional goal(s) for using response frames include: 
•                

               

•                 
               

The teacher effectively monitored tasks, interactions and language use by  . . . 
•                      

•                  

•                

Instructional goal(s) for monitoring include: 

•                
               

•                 
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DR. KINSELLA’S OBSERVATION FEEDBACK ~ VERBAL ENGAGEMENT 
 
 

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2012 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission. 

Partner/Group Interactions 
• Assign appropriate partners and establish clear partnering expectations (4Ls) so 

students interact productively. 

• Consider opportunities for partners to individually brainstorm or collaborate upon 

a response to a challenging question using informal language before assigning 

an academic response frame for the unified-class reporting. 

Academic Response Frames 
• Prepare an academic response frame for students to discuss and report 

responses to essential questions in your lesson. 

• Visibly display academic response frames and provide a model response. 

• Clarify potentially unfamiliar vocabulary in an assigned response frame. 

• Clarify the grammatical target in an assigned response frame. 

• Build students’ verbal competence with a response frame by guiding them in 

repeating your model response: 1st phrase cued repetition; 2nd choral repetition. 

• Require that partners contribute their response using an assigned frame twice: 

1st reading fluently; 2nd using eye contact and saying it with expression. 

• Assign a paraphrasing or restating task to build in greater accountability for 

active listening as partners discuss responses. 
• Assign a relevant task for fast-finishers to prevent partners from being idle. 

Eliciting Verbal Participation 
• Vary your strategies for eliciting participants: 1st preselect a representative 

response; 2nd randomly select (name cards, partner nominations, popcorn); invite 

volunteers from different sections of the room. 

• Monitor students’ written work and verbal interactions to preselect a student to 

initiate whole-class reporting and assess students’ grasp of the lesson content.  

• Assign an active-listening task during whole-class reporting: hold students 

accountable for verbalizing to a partner/group something concrete: e.g., the 

strongest example I recorded was _; one reason I agree/disagree with is _. 

Building Reading Fluency 
• Build fluency with text before posing comprehension tasks: 1st guide reading 

using the oral cloze strategy; 2nd have partners read using the oral cloze strategy. 
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Creating a Classroom Culture for Structured Interactions 

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission. 

Arrange Classroom Seating to be Conducive to Structured Interactions 
 
Develop a seating arrangement that is conducive to alternate student pairs and groups, while maintaining 
visibility to you and necessary reference points (the board, displayed response frames, etc.). Arrange 
desks or tables so students will be able to easily partner with two different classmates. For example, 
students seated in desks arranged in a set of four can work in partners with the students sitting across 
from each other for one week, then partner students sitting next to each other the subsequent week.  
 
The following are possible seating arrangements conducive to regular structured interactions: 
  • paired rows – one partner to the side and one partner behind  
  • tables or desks groups - one partner across and one beside 
  • chevron – one partner to the side and one behind 
 
Assign and Alternate Appropriate Partners 
 
Allow random partnering the first few weeks of school in order to observe student behavior and social 
skills, and to analyze academic needs.  Provide a response frame that enables students to privately write 
and submit a statement about four students within the class with whom they would feel comfortable and 
productive working with during partner or group interactions.  Tell students that you will do your best to 
accommodate their requests and that you will try to partner them with at least one or more of their choices 
over the course of the school year.  Assign partners but change pairings at regular intervals so students 
have the opportunity to experience working with different individuals.  Assigning and alternating partners 
will foster expectations that collaborative interactions are an integral part of your learning environment.  
 
Carefully consider the following variables when determining appropriate partners: 

• English language proficiency  
• Communicative competence, including speaking and listening 
• Reading and writing proficiency (review data from multiple assessment e.g. SRI, state, and 

grade-level reading and writing assessments, etc.) 
• Attendance record 
• Performance on assignments and during activities in the class 
• Gender and/or maturity 
• Personality traits (i.e. reserved, insecure, extroverted, class clown, domineering, etc.) 
• Background (culture, community involvements, prior experiences) 

 
After considering the above variables, it is also crucial to avoid paring high-performing students with low- 
performing students in terms of academic competence.  High students can be placed with other high or 
mid-level performing students. It is also wise to avoid partnering your weakest and neediest students 
together. The following process can be used occasionally to assign partners according to literacy and 
language skills.  Rank your students numerically from highest (1, 2, 3) to lowest (28, 29, 30), then pair 
them at the mid point: 
 #1 is paired with #15; 
 #2 is paired with #16;  
 #3 is paired with #17; and so on until #15 is paired with #30.  
 
Carefully observe how these partners work together and adjust as necessary. Avoid using literacy and 
language ranking as your only means to pair students as it will limit student experiences with classmates. 
   
Pair two students who are flexible, reliable, and socially competent who are willing to take on the added 
responsibility of substituting when a classmate is absent. When a student is absent, have one of the 
substitutes work with the student missing a partner.  Have the remaining substitute work with a pair of 
students who might benefit from an extra contributor. Remember to have the additional student in all trios 
work as a second number 2 or second “B” in structured partnering tasks in order to keep interactions 
automatic and consistently paced, and avoid having to cue interactions for a random trio. 
  
Instruct and provide the means for students early to easily notify you immediately if their partner is 
absent, or to alert you about any issues.  This will enable you to efficiently assign a substitute or adjust 
pairs before beginning instruction and avoiding interruptions to your prepared lessons. 
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© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2012 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission. 1 of 2 
	  

Academic Response Frames 
What is a response frame? 

A response frame is a structured, topic-related response scaffold that elicits application of carefully targeted language 
forms, and provides an opportunity for students to add relevant content to demonstrate understanding of the context. 

What is the value of using a response frame? 

A response frame provides students with a linguistic scaffold for responding competently by explicitly modeling and 
clarifying the features of an accurate response in the specific lesson context: appropriate syntax, correct grammar, and 
precise vocabulary. Response frames in academic language development curricula written by Dr. Kinsella (English 3D, 
Academic Vocabulary Toolkit) enable a teacher to construct a model verbal and written response, deconstruct the response, 
and guide students in reconstructing their own proficient response. This form-focused modeling and guidance helps students 
notice linguistic features in meaningful contexts. Of equal importance, a response frame encourages more efficient use of 
their limited exposure to vocabulary, sentence structures, and grammatical forms of advanced social and academic English. 

How does a response frame differ from a cloze sentence, and a sentence stem or starter?  

It is important to distinguish the differences between a “cloze” sentence, a sentence starter and a sentence frame. These three 
response scaffolds differ in both function and form. Cloze sentences are generally used for assessment purposes, to 
determine whether students can successfully recall focal lesson content. Cloze sentences require students to merely “fill in the 
blank,” usually eliciting identical responses. [Dolphins are marine __ (mammals) closely related to whales and __ 
(porpoises)]. Because cloze sentences largely produce identical responses, they do not provide ideal opportunities for 
students to develop verbal skills with engaging partner interactions and rich whole-class discussions. 

In prior curricula and training, Dr. Kinsella provided “sentence starters” to encourage more productive and competent verbal 
contributions. Mimicking her lead, many publishers have included starters or “sentence stems.” A sentence starter may help 
students initiate a response with a safe linguistic start in an academic register; however, the remainder of the sentence is 
often casual or grammatically flawed. [Based on his previous actions, I predict the president ___ is gonna say no.] 
Impromptu corrections of “bi-register responses” do little to promote linguistic understandings and communicative 
competence.  

Therefore, to address the complex linguistic needs of English learners, particularly long-term English learners with superficial 
oral fluency and various “fossilized errors,” Dr. Kinsella has drawn upon her linguistic background and developed academic 
RESPONSE FRAMES. Response frames provide considerably more guidance than sentence starters by enabling students to 
produce accurate target language forms (vocabulary, syntax, grammar) and the ability to discuss, follow along and 
comprehend while listening to increasingly sophisticated language. Response frames are optimal when a discussion prompt is 
open-ended, with a range of conceptual and linguistic options. A response frame can be strengthened by the additional 
linguistic scaffold of a precise word bank. Providing students with a manageable list of everyday words paired with precise 
words encourages students to make mindful word choices and utilize a consistent academic register. 

Sentence Starter vs. Academic Response Frames 

Sentence starter:  
A partner shows active listening when _____.  
 

Common casual and grammatically flawed outcome:     A partner shows active listening when they nod. 
 
Response Frame:  

A partner demonstrates active listening when she/he     and    . 
      (verb + s)                  (verb + s) 

   Word Bank    
Casual Verbs  Precise Verbs 
says   replies, responds 
likes   appreciates, compliments 
lets   permits, ____________ 
helps   ________, __________ 

 
Model Response:  A partner demonstrates active listening when she restates my idea and asks clarifying questions. 
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Key Compontents of a Response Frame 

A response frame includes the following essential features: 
R a syntactic scaffold (a rigorous and relevant sentence structure in an academic register requiring completion with 

clearly specified grammatical and vocabulary targets) 
R a clearly specified grammatical target 
R embedded topical and high-utility vocabulary in an academic register 
R a focused word bank prompting use of precise word choices 
R an engaging opportunity for students to apply and demonstrate understanding and include their own ideas  

Sample Lesson Scenario Using Response Frames 
1. Introduce frame 

 (visibly displayed, with a model response) 

To share your idea in today’s lesson, we will use an academic response frame. I have written my 
own idea in the frame to model how you will add an idea about our topic: the ways that a lesson 
partner demonstrates active listening. 

2. Students repeat frame and model 
(silently tracking, phrase-cued, then chorally) 

Follow along silently tracking with your guide card as I read aloud my model response. To get 
comfortable using the response frame, read my response with me in phrases, imitating my emphasis. 
Now let’s warm up our public voices by reading aloud my entire response with expression. 

3. Direct attention to the grammatical 
and/or vocabulary target  
(underline, circle, highlight) 

Underline the word ”demonstrates” in the frame. This verb ends in –s and is written in the simple 
present tense because the action describes what a lesson partner does usually or always. To 
complete this sentence correctly, you need to add a singular subject pronoun after the conjunction 
“when”. Circle either “he” or “she”. Now you must complete the response with a verb phrase, a 
group of words beginning with a verb or action word in the present tense. Think about what a 
partner does most of the time to show that he or she is actively listening to you.  

4. Prompt students to select a precise 
verb  

Review our precise present tense verb bank and take a moment to think about the strong verb 
choice you will add to complete the verb phrase. 

5. Direct students to write their ideas 
in the frame 

Quietly write your idea using the response frame. If you need assistance with spelling, grammar, or 
word choice, raise your pen and I will help you. Please don’t bother your partner. 

6. Circulate reading sentences, 
providing feedback 

Your perspective is that a partner demonstrates active listening when she asks questions. What 
question might she ask? Excellent, develop your sentence by adding that specific showing detail. 

Se
tti

ng
 U

p 

7. If students finish quickly, cue a 
fast-finisher task 

Quietly reread your sentence and prepare to share it in front of the class using the document 
camera. Jot down another idea in the space provided at the bottom of the page in your portfolio. 

  Transition to partner interaction  Now we’ll share perspectives with partners. (or groups) 

8. Direct students to silently reread 
responses in preparation to 
share 

Reread your sentence silently a few times in preparation for sharing with your partner. 

9. Cue partner (A/B) to read their 
sentence to their partner (twice) 

Read your sentence to your partner twice: first, read it fluently; second, make eye contact and say it 
with expression. Let’s begin with partner 2 this time. Be sure to listen to your partner attentively 
because you will need to restate their response. 
If you both finish sharing your selected response, share another idea until I call time (1, 2, 3, eyes 
on me). If you don’t have a second idea, share my model response on the board. 

10. Circulate listening, providing 
feedback, and to identify strong 
responses for reporting phase 

I didn’t catch your ideas. Will you please share again making eye contact and using more 
expression? Thank you.  Pa

rt
ne

r 
D
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ns
 

11. Cue partners to restate each 
other’s responses 

Now I’d like you to restate your partner’s idea. Partner 1 will go first. Restate your partner’s 
response using this expression … (“So what you’re saying is.. If I understand you correctly,…”) 
After your partner confirms that this is what s/he intended to say, switch roles. 

Transition to reporting “Now let’s hear some of your responses.” 

8. Elicit reporting with entire frame, 
(visibly displayed) 

Please remember to use your public voice and the entire response frame if you are called upon to 
report. 

9. Assign active listening task(s): 
take notes, compare, point out 
similarities, agree/disagree 

I have three active listening tasks for the discussion: 1) look at the speaker; 2) record one idea that 
is different than your own; 3) listen for similarities. 

10. Record student contributions: 
list on white board, chart I will record all of your contributions in phrases on the board to use during other lessons.  

11. Cue identified students to report  I have asked Isabel to start our discussion. Please use a public voice to report your point of view. 

W
ho

le
-c
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ss
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ep
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12. Elicit additional responses using 
inclusive strategies (nominations, 
name cards, popcorn, volunteers) 

Let’s hear some other perspectives. I’ve pulled Jose’s name card. Please contribute your perspective. 
Now I’d like a partner nomination from this side of the room.  Karla, let’s hear your response. We 
have time for two contributions. I’d like one from the front and the back of the room. 
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Language Strategies for Academic Interaction 
 

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission. 

 
Expressing an Opinion    Drawing Conclusions   
I think/believe that       Based on my experience, it seems that 
In my opinion       The data suggests that  
From my perspective       Based on __, I assume that 
From my point of view      After reading __, I conclude that    

Agreeing        Disagreeing 
I agree with (a person) that     I don’t quite agree. 
I share your point of view.     I disagree (somewhat, completely). 
My perspective/experience is similar to _’s.  I see it differently. 
My idea builds upon _’s.      I have a different point of view. 

Asking for Clarification    Paraphrasing 
What do you mean by __?     So what you are saying is that  
Will you explain that again?    In other words, you think  
I have a question about __.    If I understand you correctly, 
I don’t quite understand __ (the directions).     your opinion/suggestion is that  

Reporting a Partner’s Idea    Reporting a Group’s Idea 
__ indicated that       We decided/agreed/determined that  
__ pointed out to me that     We concluded that   
__ emphasized that      Our group sees it differently. 
__ shared with me that      We had a different approach. 

Soliciting a Response    Holding the Floor 
What do you think?      As I was saying 
We haven’t heard from you yet.             What I was trying to say was 
Do you agree?      If I could finish my thought 
What are your thoughts?     I’d like to complete my thought.   

Offering a Suggestion    Interjecting an Idea 
Maybe we could try __.     Can I say something? 
You/We might think about __.    Can I add an idea? 
You/We might consider trying __.    I have another approach/idea. 
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Dr. Kinsella’s Strategic Academic Discussion Routine ~ Step by Step 

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2010 ~ All rights reserved. Permission for use granted only to schools.  
Do not modify or distribute electronically. 

 

 

 Establish purpose  

1. Visibly display the discussion question 

2. Students repeat question  

3. Model brainstorming response(s) 

Ph
as

e 
1:

 T
hi

nk
 

4. Prompt students to reflect and briefly record responses 
 

Transition to sentence writing  

1. Introduce frame(s) (visibly displayed, include model response) 

2. Students repeat first model response (silently, phrase-cued, chorally) 

3. Direct attention to grammatical target (underline, highlight) 

4. Prompt students to select an idea from the brainstorming list  

5. Direct students to write an academic response using the first frame 

6. Circulate reading sentences, providing feedback 

7. Introduce second frame (visibly displayed, include model response) 

8. Students repeat second model response (silently, phrase-cued, chorally) 

9. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight) 

10. Prompt students to select another idea from the brainstorming list  

11. Direct students to write a second academic response using the frame 

12. Circulate reading sentences, providing feedback, and to preselect reporting 

13. Cue students to select their strongest response 

Ph
as

e 
2:

 W
rit

e 

14. Preselect one or two students to report 
 

  Transition to partner interaction  

1. Direct students to silently reread their sentences in preparation to share 

2. Cue partner (A/B, 1/2) to read their sentence to their partner (twice) 

3. Circulate listening, providing feedback, and to identify strong responses for reporting phase 

Ph
as

e 
3:
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4. Cue partners to restate and briefly record each other’s idea in the guide  
 

 Transition to whole group reporting  

1. Elicit reporting with entire frame, (visibly displayed) 

2. Assign active listening task(s): take notes, point out similarities/differences 

3. Record student contributions: list on white board, Thinking Map 

4. Cue identified students to report  

5. Elicit additional responses using inclusive strategies (name cards, popcorn, volunteers) Ph
as

e 
4:

  R
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6. Briefly synthesize contributions and make connections to article focus 
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Academic Discussion

HOW CAN TEACHERS ENCOURAGE MORE STUDENTS  
TO CONTRIBUTE DURING CLASS DISCUSSIONS?

speaking & listening

Building Concepts & Language

BRAINSTORM IdeAS
Briefly record at least two ideas in each column using everyday English.

Before the discussion during the discussion

•	explain	the	directions	clearly

•	build	in	quiet	“think	time”

•	call	on	people	who	don’t	usually	share

•	say	something	positive

ANAlyze wORdS
Complete the chart with precise verbs to discuss 
and write about the topic.

everyday Precise

let allow,	support,	

give distribute,	model,	

tell expect,	require,	

Language to report

One precise verb I plan to use 
is    .

MAke A clAIM
Rewrite two ideas using the academic English response frames and precise verbs.

1. Frame: From	my	perspective,	teachers	can	encourage	more	students	to	contribute	
by		 	 	 	(verb + ing:	assigning,	permitting,	demonstrating)

response:  

	

	

2. Frame: From	my	perspective,	more	students	contribute	to	discussions	when	the	
teacher		 	 	 	(present-tense verb:	explains,	models,	respects)

response:  

	

	

12 Getting Started
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speaking & listening

Academic Discussion (continued)

Language to restate

So your perspective is 
that    .

Yes, that’s correct.

No, not exactly. What I 
meant was    .

collaborate
Listen attentively, restate, and record your partner’s idea.

classmate’s Name Idea

PreSeNt IdeaS
Listen attentively, compare ideas, and take notes. 
Then write whether you agree or disagree.

classmate’s Name Idea agree/disagree

Language to compare ideas

I (agree/disagree)

with    ’s perspective.

Getting Started 13 
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Name          Date      

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission. 
 

Academic Discussion Topic:  Productive Partners 
 

THINK: Briefly record your personal responses to this question: 

  How does a productive partner behave during lessons? 
1.             

2.             

3.              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

       WRITE:  Rewrite one idea using the sentence frame. Include a precise academic verb. 
  If time permits, write a second sentence on the back.  
              

   Frame: A productive partner    (simple present tense verb: listens, asks) 
     

  Verb Bank:   Casual  Academic    

     tells   explains 
     shares   contributes 
     lets       
     helps       
     finishes      
 

  Model Sentences: A productive partner listens attentively.      

     A productive partner asks clarifying questions.     

  My Sentence:             

                

                

 
DISCUSS:  Listen attentively to and record notes on your classmates’ ideas.  
              

 

Classmates’ Names 
 

Ideas 

 
1.  

 
2.  

 
3.  

 
 
REPORT:  Prepare to report your idea during the whole group discussion.  
   Listen attentively, and utilize sentence frames to point out similarities. 

 
 

 •My idea is similar to   ’s.   •My idea builds upon   ’s.  
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This certificate is hereby awarded to      This certificate is hereby awarded to 
___________________________          ____________________________   
    in acknowledgement of his/her     for using an eloquent public voice 
competent use of Academic English.             during a class discussion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This certificate is hereby awarded to    This certificate is hereby awarded to 
 ___________________________       ____________________________ 
for skillfully using Words to Go/Know for demonstrating attentive listening 
         during a class discussion.     skills by ____________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This certificate is hereby awarded to        This certificate is hereby awarded to 
 ___________________________       ____________________________ 
  for effectively facilitating a small      for audibly and thoughtfully 
          group discussion.     reporting a group’s/partner’s idea(s). 
 
 
 

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission. 
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Dr. Kinsella’s Vocabulary Routine ~ Step by Step 

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D.  2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission. 

Establish purpose  
1. Pronounce the word 
2. Students repeat 
3. Provide part of speech  
4. Syllabify  
5. Students repeat  
6. Provide a student-friendly definition  
7. Model example #1 visibly displayed 
8. Students point to, repeat and fill in blank(s) 
9. Model example #2 visibly displayed Ph

as
e 

1:
 In

tr
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 W
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10.  Students point to, repeat and fill in blank(s) 
 
 

Transition to Verbal Practice  
1. Introduce frame for verbal practice visibly displayed, include model response 
2. Students repeat model response  
3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight) 
4. Prompt students to consider a response  
5. Cue partner (A/B, 1/2) to share response with partner 
6. Circulate listening, providing feedback, and preselect reporting 

Transition to reporting  
7. Elicit reporting with frame, visibly displayed 
8. Cue preselected students to report Ph

as
e 

2:
 V

er
ba
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ct
ic

e 
 

9. Direct students to write the word and selected response in the frame  
(own, partner’s or strong response) 

 
 

Transition to Writing Practice  
1. Introduce frame for Writing Practice visibly displayed, include model response 
2. Students repeat model response (silently, phrase-cued, chorally) 
3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight) 
4. Prompt students to consider a response, allowing adequate think time  
5. Direct students to write the word and their response in the frame 
6. Cue partner (A/B, 1/2) to read their sentence to their partner (twice) 
7. Circulate listening, providing feedback 
8. Cue partners to switch and read each other’s sentence (continue circulating) 

Transition to reporting  
9. Elicit reporting with frame, visibly displayed 

10. Cue preselected students to report 

Ph
as

e 
3:
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rit
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Pr
ac
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e 

 

11. Elicit additional responses 
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Dr. Kinsella’s Vocabulary Routine ~ Step by Step 
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Transition to Partner Sentence  

1. Introduce context for Partner Sentence visibly displayed (no model) 

2. Guide students in reading the prompt (silently, phrase-cued, chorally) 

3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight) 

4. Point out word and phrases from the prompt that students should use in 
responses (underline, highlight) 

5. Prompt students to think about then discuss potential responses 

6. Direct students to both record the agreed-upon response  

7. Cue partners (A/B, 1/2) to each read their sentence to their partner (twice) 

8. Circulate listening, providing feedback, and to preselect reporting 

Transition to reporting  

9. Elicit reporting with entire frame, displayed 

10. Cue preselected students to report (consider media to display student work) 

Ph
as

e 
4:

 P
ar

tn
er

 S
en

te
nc

e 

11. Elicit additional responses 

 
 
 
At an appropriate review opportunity, or on Day 5: 

Establish a purpose of the Review Sentence  

1. Introduce context for Partner Sentence visibly displayed (no model) 

2. Guide students in reading the prompt (silently, phrase-cued, chorally) 

3. Direct attention to grammatical target(s) (underline, highlight) 

4. Point out word and phrases from the prompt that students should use in 
responses (underline, highlight) 

5. Prompt students to think about then discuss potential responses 

6. Direct students to both record the agreed-upon response  

7. Cue partners (A/B, 1/2) to each read their sentence to their partner (twice) 

8. Circulate listening, providing feedback, and to preselect reporting 

Transition to reporting  

9. Elicit reporting with entire frame, visibly displayed 

10. Cue preselected students to report (consider media to display student work) 

Ph
as

e 
5:

 R
ev

ie
w

 S
en

te
nc

e 

11. Elicit additional responses 
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Topic:  Lesson Partner Behavior         

 
1 
 

Word Meaning Example(s) Image 

  

productive 
pro•duc•tive 

adjective 
 

produce 
pro•duce 

verb 
 
ANT: unproductive 

making, creating or 

completing a lot and 

doing it __________ 

If workers are ___________, 

they are usually more 

productive. 
 

On rainy days, elementary 

students are fidgety and less 

productive because they 

can’t ___________________. 

 

 

 
Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write): 
 

 Students are more productive when the substitute teacher is       

Writing Practice (Think-Write-Pair-Share): 

I am more      working in        

when I have a difficult homework assignment.        

 
2 
 

Word Meaning Example(s) Image 

  

factor 
fac•tor 
noun 

 

one of many things 

that __________ or 

affect a situation 

 
The weather is often a factor in 

the Superbowl. If it ________, 

the athletes don’t perform well. 

A good night’s sleep and a 

nutritious breakfast are factors 

in a student’s performance on 

________________________. 

 

 

 
Verbal Practice (Think-Pair-Share-Write): 
 

  One of the most important factors when I purchase a gift for a friend is     

Writing Practice (Think-Write-Pair-Share): 

  Two         that influence my interest in a book are    

      and          
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The Academic Word List  (Averil Coxhead, 2000): 
a list of 570 high-incidence and high-utility academic word families 

for Secondary School, Higher Education, Career 
 

 

 
 
There is a very important specialized vocabulary for learners intending to pursue academic studies in English at the 
secondary and post-secondary levels.  The Academic Word List, compiled by Coxhead (2000), consists of 570 word 
families that are not in the most frequent 2,000 words of English but which occur reasonably frequently over a very 
wide range of academic texts.  These 570 words are grouped into ten sublists that reflect word frequency and range.  
A word like analyze falls into Sublist 1, which contains the most frequent words, while the word adjacent falls into 
Sublist 10 which includes the least frequent (amongst this list of high incidence and high utility words). The following 
ten sublists contain the headwords of the families in the Academic Word List.  In other words, the ten sublists contain 
the most frequent form of the word, more often a noun or verb form, although there may be one or more important 
related word forms.  For example, the headword analyze would also include analyst, analytic, analytical and 
analytically in the word family.  
 

The Academic Word List is not restricted to a specific field of study.  That means that the words are useful for 
learners studying in disciplines as varied as literature, science, health, business, and law.  This high utility academic 
word list does not contain technical words likely to appear in only one, specialized field of study such as amortization, 
lexicon, onomatopoeia, or cartilage.  Two-thirds of all academic English words come from Latin, French (through 
Latin), or Greek.  Understandably, knowledge of the most high incidence and high utility academic words in English 
can significantly boost a student’s comprehension level of school-based reading material.  Secondary students who 
are taught these high-utility academic words and routinely placed in contexts requiring their usage are likely to be 
able to master academic material with more confidence and efficiency, wasting less time and energy in guessing 
words or consulting dictionaries than those who are only equipped with the most basic 2000-3000 words that 
characterize ordinary conversation.  
 
 

Sources:  Coxhead, Averil. (2000). A new academic word list. TESOL Quarterly, 34, 213-238. 
    Averil Coxhead’s website:  http://language.massey.ac.nz/staff/awl/index.shtml 
 

1. analyze  approach  area  assess  assume  
authority  available  benefit  concept  consist  
context  constitute  contract  data  define  derive  
distribute  economy  environment  establish  
estimate  evident  factor  finance  formula  
function  income  indicate  individual  interpret  
involve  issue  labor  legal  legislate major  
method  occur   percent  period  principle  
proceed  process  policy  require  research  
respond  role  section  sector  significant  similar  
source  specific  structure  theory  vary 
  
2. achieve  acquire  administrate  affect  
appropriate  aspect  assist  category  chapter  
commission  community  complex  compute  
conclude  conduct  consequent  construct  
consume  credit  culture  design  distinct  equate  
element  evaluate  feature  final  focus  impact  
injure  institute  invest  item  journal  maintain  
normal  obtain  participate  perceive  positive  
potential  previous  primary  purchase  range  
region  regulate  relevant  reside  resource  
restrict  secure  seek  select site  strategy  
survey  text  tradition transfer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. alternative  circumstance  comment  
compensate  component  consent  considerable  
constant  constrain  contribute  convene  
coordinate  core  corporate  correspond criteria  
deduce  demonstrate  document  dominate  
emphasis  ensure  exclude  fund  framework  
illustrate  immigrate  imply  initial  instance  
interact  justify  layer  link  locate  maximize  
minor  negate  outcome  partner  philosophy  
physical  proportion  publish  react  register  rely  
remove  scheme  sequence  sex  shift  specify 
sufficient  task  technical  technique  technology  
valid  volume 
 
4. access  adequacy  annual  apparent  
approximate  attitude  attribute  civil  code  
commit  communicate  concentrate  confer  
contrast  cycle  debate  despite  dimension  
domestic  emerge  error  ethnic  goal  grant  
hence  hypothesis  implement  implicate  impose  
integrate  internal  investigate  job  label  
mechanism  obvious  occupy  option  output  
overall  parallel  parameter phase  predict  prior  
principal professional  project promote  regime  
resolve  retain  series  statistic  status  stress  
subsequent  sum  summary  undertake 
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5. academy  adjust  alter  amend  aware  
capacity  challenge  clause  compound conflict  
consult  contact  decline  discrete  draft  enable  
energy  enforce  entity  equivalent evolve  
expand  expose  external  facilitate  fundamental  
generate  generation  image  liberal  license  
logic  margin  mental  medical  modify  monitor  
network  notion  objective  orient  perspective 
precise  prime  psychology  pursue  ratio  reject  
revenue  stable  style  substitute  sustain  
symbol  target  transit  trend  version  welfare  
whereas   
   
6. abstract  acknowledge  accuracy  aggregate  
allocate  assign  attach  author  bond  brief  
capable  cite  cooperate  discriminate  display  
diverse  domain  edit  enhance  estate  exceed  
expert  explicit  federal  fee  flexible  furthermore  
gender  ignorance  incentive  incorporate  
incidence  index  inhibit  initiate  input  instruct  
intelligence  interval  lecture  migrate  minimum  
ministry  motive  neutral  nevertheless  overseas  
precede  presume  rational  recover  reveal  
scope  subsidy  tape  trace  transform  transport  
underlie  utilize 
 
7. adapt  adult  advocate  aid  channel  
chemical  classic  comprehensive  comprise  
confirm  contrary  convert  couple  decade  
definite  deny  differentiate  dispose  dynamic  
equip  eliminate  empirical  extract  file  finite  
foundation  globe  grade  guarantee  hierarchy  
identical  ideology  infer  innovate  insert  
intervene  isolate  media  mode  paradigm  
phenomenon  priority  prohibit  publication  
quote  release  reverse  simulate  sole  
somewhat  submit  successor survive  thesis  
topic  transmit  ultimate  unique  visible  
voluntary  
 
8. abandon  accompany  accumulate  
ambiguous  appendix  appreciate  arbitrary  
automate  bias  chart  clarify  commodity  
complement  conform  contemporary  contradict  
crucial  currency  denote  detect  deviate  
displace  drama  eventual  exhibit  exploit  
fluctuate  guideline  highlight  implicit  induce  
inevitable  infrastructure  inspect  intense  
manipulate  minimize  nuclear  offset  paragraph  
plus  practitioner  predominant  prospect  radical  
random  reinforce  restore  revise  schedule  
tense  terminate  theme  thereby  uniform  
vehicle  via  virtual  visual  widespread 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
9. accommodate  analogy  anticipate  assure 
attain  behalf  cease coherent  coincide  
commence  compatible  concurrent  confine  
controversy  converse  device  devote  diminish  
distort  duration  erode  ethic  found format  
inherent  insight  integral  intermediate  manual  
mature  mediate  medium  military  minimal  
mutual  norm  overlap  passive  portion  
preliminary  protocol  qualitative  refine  relax  
restrain  revolution  rigid  route  scenario  sphere  
subordinate  supplement  suspend  team  
temporary  trigger  unify  violate  vision 
 
10. adjacent  albeit  assemble  collapse  
colleague  compile  conceive  convince  depress  
encounter  enormous  forthcoming incline  
integrity  intrinsic  invoke  levy  likewise  
nonetheless  notwithstanding  odd  ongoing  
panel  persist  pose  reluctance   
so-called  straightforward  undergo  whereby 
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Academic Language to Discuss Nonfiction Text 
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Key Vocabulary for Main Idea and Details in a Nonfiction Text: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Vocabulary for Referring to a Nonfiction Text: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q & A for Main Idea and Supporting Details 
 
Q: What is the topic of this article/report/paragraph/section? 
 A: The topic of this __________________ is ___________________. 
 
 

Q: What is this paragraph/section/selection/article/report mainly about? 

A: It is mainly about __________________. 

A: This _________________ focuses on ___________________. 

A: This ______________ is primarily about ________________. 

A: This ______________ addresses the topic of/reasons for _________. 
 

Q: What is the author’s main idea/point? 

A: The author’s main idea/point is that __________________. 
 

Q: What is/are the most important detail(s) in this paragraph/section? 

A: One important detail in this paragraph/section is _______________. 

A: An essential detail in this paragraph/section is     . 

A: Another significant detail in this paragraph/section is ____________. 

A: The most critical/vital detail in this paragraph/section is __________. 

A: An interesting but nonessential detail in this paragraph/section is ___. 

  paragraph  section chapter article  reading selection      

  selection  text  report          informational text   nonfiction text 

 
 

  main idea  point/message  topic sentence title    

  mainly  primarily   addresses  focuses on           

  details   support/supporting  examples of  reasons for 
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Informational Text Summary ~ References 

Academic Language for Summarizing 
Use the following academic phrases, verbs and terms to effectively write your summary of an article.  
 
Citation Verbs Summary 

discusses 
examines 
explores 
investigates 
focuses on 
addresses 

(the specific topic/issue) 

points out 
states 
emphasizes 
reports 
describes 
explains 

that/how  (important detail) 

 
1st: author’s full name: 
first/last (Michelle Gomez) 
 
2nd, etc.: author’s last name 
(Gomez) 
 
or 
 
the author 
 
the writer 
 
the reporter 
 
the researcher 
 
the journalist 
 
 
 

concludes that (conclusion) 

 

Formal Written Summary For An Exam/Assignment  
 
 In the article entitled “LAUSD Goes ‘Sweatfree’,” Lawrence Gable investigates Los 
Angeles Unified School District’s decision to not purchase products from vendors that were 
manufactured in sweatshops.  First, Gable reports that LAUSD, the second-largest school 
district in the country, spends millions annually on furniture, uniforms, and equipment. The 
powerful district is placing pressure upon vendors to only obtain merchandise from factories 
that offer safe and legal working conditions. The article also describes the working conditions 
LAUSD requires. No children may be employed, and all laborers must earn a “non-poverty” 
wage and have the right to form a union.  In addition, Gable explains LAUSD’s main reason for 
taking this action. The large urban district serves thousands of immigrant families, with many 
parents and relatives employed by sweatshops in Southern California. Finally, Gable 
concludes that the district plans to enforce its “sweatfree” policy by charging a $1,000 penalty 
for any violation, and by working with unions and community members who will inform the 
district about any manufacturers who ignore labor laws. 
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Informational Text Summary ~ Writing Frame 
 

In the (article/essay/chapter/report)       entitled (title)     

               

(the author/writer/reporter)             

(verb: explores, investigates, discusses)           

(topic)               

               

First, (the author/writer)            

(verb)       (important detail)        

              

               

The reading also (verb: includes, compares, describes)         

(important detail)             

              

               

In addition,     (verb)           

(important detail)             

              

               

Moreover, (writer/author)     (verb)         

(important detail)             

               

Finally, (the author/writer)          concludes that 

              

              

               

A 

B 

C 

D 
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Justification Paragraph ~ Writing Frame 
 
ACADEMIC PARAGRAPH: Justify your position! 
Use the following frame to effectively write a response to the academic discussion prompt. 
Justify your position using specific details from the article and relevant examples.  
 
After reading the article, I (believe, agree/disagree, am/am not convinced) that     
               
 (rephrase the question) 
              

One reason is that              

              
(one supporting detail from the article) 

              

For example,              

              
(one relevant example from your own or a classmate’s experience) 

              

              

              

The article also points out that           

              
(second supporting detail from the article)  

              

This is important because            

              
(elaborate on the second supporting detail) 

              

              

              
 
For these reasons, I maintain my position that         
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Justification/Argumentation ~ References  
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Justification Paragraph: Academic Language for Justifying a Perspective 
Use the following academic phrases, verbs and terms to effectively write your justification. 
 

To introduce or emphasize your perspective . . . 

Verbs Verb Phrases 
Transitions to Introduce  

Examples and Experiences 

                          when you agree. . . 
I… 

believe 
agree 
contend 
maintain 
conclude 
support 

I … 
strongly agree that 
agree wholeheartedly 
am quite/fully convinced that 
am more convinced that ever that  
still maintain that 
still contend that 
continue to believe that 

                     when you disagree. . . 
I… 

disagree 
contend 
maintain 
conclude 

I … 
am not quite/fully convinced that 
disagree somewhat that 
disagree entirely that 
cannot support the opinion 

            when you are undecided, or see both sides . . . 
I’m 

undecided 
uncertain 
unconvinced 
unsure 

 

I … 
see both sides of the issue 
am somewhat undecided 
whether 
am more inclined to believe that 
remain unconvinced that 
can’t definitively agree or 
disagree 

 

For example, 

For instance,  

To illustrate, 

As an illustration,  

In my experience,  

Based on my experience as a 
student/first-generation immigrant 

Drawing from my family life, 

In my personal life, 

During my childhood, 

In my school experience, 

Within my culture/community, 

Amongst my peers/classmates, 

As a(n) 
athlete/student/immigrant/adolescent 

 
Example Sentences: 
After reading the article, I am unconvinced that wild animals should be kept as house pets. 
After reading the article, I contend that girls should be allowed to participate in boys’ sports. 
Although the article includes many convincing details, I am somewhat undecided whether it 
will be safe for girls to participate in aggressive contact sports. 
Based on my experience as a child of a veterinarian, I agree with the position raised in the 
article regarding the usefulness of therapy animals. 
Amongst my peers, the article’s suggestion that first impressions of people are rarely 
accurate seems unrealistic.  
After considering the arguments in the article in favor of recycling, I wholeheartedly support 
a ban on plastic bags. 
Although the article provides some reasonable arguments against graffiti, I am not fully 
convinced that it has little artistic value. 
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Resources for Explicit Vocabulary Development 
 
 
Dictionaries 
Elementary (Grades 3-5). Longman elementary dictionary and thesaurus. (2010). Pearson Longman.  
Beg. – Intermediate (grades 4-9). Oxford picture dictionary for the Content Areas, 2e. (2010). Oxford. 
Beg./Primary (grades 1-4). Oxford picture dictionary for the Content Areas for Kids, 2e. (2012). Oxford. 
Beginning – Intermediate (grades 4-12).  Longman study dictionary, 2e.  (2010).  Pearson Longman.  
High Intermediate (grades 5-12):  Longman dictionary of American English. (2004).  Pearson Longman. 
Advanced (grades 8-12):  Longman advanced American dictionary, 2e.  (2010). Pearson Longman. 
 
Dr. Kinsella’s Vocabulary Development Program for Teaching High-Utility Academic Words:  
The Academic Vocabulary Toolkit (January 2012). National Geographic Learning. (Grades 6-12) 
 
Dr. Kinsella’s Program for Accelerating Academic English Proficiency and Writing:  
English 3D: Describe, Discuss, Debate (September 2011). Scholastic, Inc. (Grades 6-10) 
 
Expository Reading Selections - Curricula with High-Utility Academic Words 
Gable, L.  (2001).  What’s happening in the USA/world/California (fax: 831-426-6532) (www.whpubs.com). 
Keeler, B., & Svetcov, D.  (2000).  My Turn Essays: Student reflections.  Newsweek Education Program. 
The New York Times Upfront Magazine. Scholastic, Inc.  upfront@scholastic.com 
National Geographic Magazine for Kids.         Time Magazine for Kids.       Scholastic News. 
 
Instructional References on Academic Vocabulary and Academic Literacy Development 
Beck, I.L. & McKeown, M.G.  (2002). Bringing words to life: robust vocabulary instruction..  Guilford Press,  
Blachowicz, C., & Fisher, P.  (2002). Teaching vocabulary in all classrooms. Merrill/Prentice Hall. 
Coxhead, A.  (2006).  Essentials of teaching academic vocabulary. Houghton Mifflin.  
Diamond, L. & Gutlohn, L.  (2006).  Teaching vocabulary handbook. CORE (Consortium on Reading Excellence).  
Graves, M.F. (2006). The vocabulary book: Learning and instruction. International Reading Ass.   
Stahl, S.A.  (1999).  Vocabulary development.  Brookline Books.   

Articles:  
Bromley, K. (2007).  Nine things every teacher should know about words and vocabulary instruction.  
 Journal of Adolescent and Adult Literacy, 50(7), 528-537. 
Coxhead, A.  (2000).  A new academic word list.  TESOL Quarterly, 2, 213-238. 
Cunningham, A. & Stanovich, K.  (Summer 1998).  What reading does for the mind.  American Educator. 
Dutro, S., & Kinsella, K. (2010). English language development: Issues and implementation in grades 6-12.  
 In Improving education for English learners: Research-based approaches. CA Department of Education.   
Feldman, K. & Kinsella, K. (2005). Narrowing the language gap: The case for explicit vocabulary instruction. 
 Research Monograph. Scholastic, Inc.  
Gersten, R., & Baker, S. (2000). What we know about effective instructional practices for  
 English-language learners. Exceptional Children, 66(4), 454-470. 
Juel, C. & Deffes, R. (2004). Making words stick. Educational Leadership, 63(6), 30-34, Alexandria, VA. 
 Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
Kinsella, K.  (Fall 2000).  Reading and the need for strategic lexical development for secondary ESL 
  students. California Social Studies Review. 
PREL (Pacific Resources for Education and Learning). (2005). A focus on vocabulary.  
 Research based practices in early reading series. Available at:  www.prel.org 
Schleppegrell, M.  (2002).  Linguistic features of the language of schooling,  Linguistics and Education 12, 431–459. 
Schmitt, N., & Carter, R.  (Spring 2000).  The lexical advantages of narrow reading for second language 
  learners.  TESOL Journal.  
 
Websites: 
Download Dr. Kinsella’s MS Word files for observation tools, vocabulary development, writing support, and 
structured discussion at this website: www.corelearn.com  (Consortium on Reading Excellence) 
Check out this link on Coxhead’s website: The Web Vocabulary Profiler – Tom Cobb   (lextutor.ca) 
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